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Certain systems relevant to circulatory disease have walls which are neither rigid nor static, for example, 

the coronary arteries, the carotid artery and the heart chambers. In-vitro modelling allows the fluid 

mechanics of the circulatory system to be studied without the ethical and safety issues associated with 
animal and human experiments. Computational methods, in which the equations are coupled governing 

the flow and the elastic walls are maturing. Currently there is a lack of experimental data in compliant 

arterial systems to validate the numerical predictions. Previous experimental work has commonly used 
rigid wall boundaries, ignoring the effect of wall compliance. Particle Image Velocimetry is used to 

provide a direct comparison of both the flow field and wall shear stress observed in experimental 

phantoms of rigid and compliant geometries representing an idealized common carotid artery. The input 
flow waveform and the mechanical response of the phantom are physiologically realistic. The results 

show that compliance affects the velocity profile within the artery. A rigid boundary causes severe over 

estimation of the peak wall shear stress with a maximum relative difference of 61 % occurring; showing 

compliance protects the artery from exposure to high magnitude wall shear stress. This is important 

when trying to understand the development of diseases like atherosclerosis. The maximum, minimum 

and time averaged wall shear stress in the rigid geometry was 2.3, 0.51 and 1.03 Pa and in the compliant 
geometry 1.4, 0.58 and 0.84 Pa respectively.  
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1 Introduction 

Several common diseases involve the flow of a biofluid in a compliant (meaning it is 

distensible and undergoes elastic deformation when a force is applied) vessel. 

Atherosclerosis is caused by the formation of atherosclerotic plaque, which causes a 

progressive constriction of the arterial wall. Atherosclerosis is most serious when it 

affects the carotid or coronary arteries. In the carotid artery, it can lead to stroke, with 

795 000 people experiencing a new or recurrent stroke and 130 000 fatalities in the U.S.A 

per year.1 In the coronary artery it causes coronary heart disease, which causes 400 000 

fatalities a year in the USA.1 It is expected that arterial wall movement has a significant 

effect on the flow field developed within arterial structures, affecting the wall shear stress 

(WSS), which plays an important part in the development of atherosclerosis. 

WSS is a major influence on the structure of the endothelium.2, 3 In the main vasculature, 

in regions void of arterial geometry change, the arterial vessel diameter changes to 

maintain a normal physiological WSS ~1-2 Pa.2 A long-term increase in WSS 

experienced in an artery results in vasodilation followed by a remodeling of the artery to 

a larger diameter with the same arterial structure. A low WSS causes a thickening of the 

intimal layer (producing a stenosis) to re-establish a normal WSS.4 
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There are several published reviews of techniques that can be applied to numerical and 

experimental studies of the arterial system.4-7 It is currently very difficult to investigate 

in-vivo, the interaction between blood flow and the vessel wall. Vennemann et al.8 

discuss the possibility of the use of Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV), but there is a 

requirement of optical access to the area of interest, which would require invasive surgery 

to provide this. Vennemann et al.8 also discuss the use of a non-invasive technique known 

as ultrasound particle image velocimetry, but the spatial resolution is limited. Elkins et 

al.9 provide an in depth review of Magnetic Resonance Velocimetry which utilizes 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). Currently the resolution of in-vivo methods is 

limited, though great improvements are anticipated. Ultrasound and echocardiography 

can be used to obtain in-plane velocity components, but require assumptions to be made 

of the velocity profiles for flow quantification.5 

In-vitro modelling with artificial flow phantoms allows the fluid mechanics of the 

circulatory system to be studied without the ethical and safety issues associated with 

animal and human experiments. Extensive work has been performed using both 

experimental and computational techniques to study rigid models10-14 representing the 

arterial system. Computational methods, in which equations are coupled governing the 

flow and the elastic walls are maturing.15-18 There is a lack of experimental data in 

compliant arterial systems to validate the numerical predictions with only a few 

publications available.19-21 

Early work with healthy arterial geometries by Perktold et al.22 numerically investigated 

the effect of compliance on a geometry representing the human common carotid artery 

(CCA) bifurcation experiencing a physiologically realistic waveform making 

observations of both the WSS and vessel compliance. There remained a need for further 

development to make the wall mechanics far more physiologically realistic with more 

attention paid to boundary conditions. Yamaguchi et al.6, Gerbeau et al.23, Tezduyar et 

al.24, Tezduyar et al.25, Takizawa et al.26 present methods for numerically modelling fluid 

structure interaction (FSI) in biofluid problems with test case flow field results and WSS 

data. The very fine mesh required to obtain accurate WSS results is a restricting factor in 

this work. Recently Moireau et al.16 has presented a method for the identification of 

boundary support parameters in a FSI model using patient specific data with the aim that 

in future work it is applied in complete patient specific vascular modelling. 

Even though FSI codes are maturing, it can be seen that there is still a long way to go till 

they can be readily applied to a cardiovascular problem. They still require experimental 

validation especially when understanding the boundary conditions that should be applied 

to the geometries to obtain the correct structural response to the pressure development 

experienced as this has not been fully clarified in work to date. 

Experimental analysis of the FSI experienced by an elastic flow phantom using optical 

techniques has been previously reported for certain flow regimes. LDV has been used to 

study the phenomenon of flow rate limitation27, 28 found most commonly in the systemic 

veins. Ku et al.29 applied LDV to the study of pulsatile flow in a rigid model of the 

carotid artery bifurcation Eguchi et al.30 investigated the applicability of using PIV to 

study flow in an elastic vessel experiencing a physiological flow wave in a generic 

peripheral artery. This waveform varied markedly from the CCA waveform studied here 

as it incorporated a small region of reverse flow. The results were compared to that of a 

rigid phantom. It was found that estimated flow rate obtained via integration of a 2-D PIV 

flow field between rigid and compliant phantom varied, especially in regions of 

maximum growth and shrink rate of the phantom radius. Pielhop et al.21 investigated the 

effect of an idealized sinusoidal flow input on an elastic vessel and the WSS experienced. 

There have been extensive experimental investigations into rigid geometries representing 
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the carotid artery, with in depth analysis of the flow field and WSS encountered. There 

however seems to be very little experimental investigation into the effect compliance has 

on this21, 31-33 especially with respect to a physiologically realistic flow input. A direct 

comparison needs to be made between a compliant and rigid geometry experimentally to 

validate numerical work and to ascertain the role compliance plays in the arterial system.  

 

2 Experimental Methodology 

The structure of the CCA varies widely throughout the general population.34 Idealized 

geometries can be used to study the general flow field and WSS experienced and help 

develop an understanding of the results expected. The construction process becomes 

inherently more complex when the flow phantom wall is compliant. Using the 

assumption of an idealized geometry alleviates further increase in complexity. This work 

is also in part, meant as a source of validation for current and future computational 

studies. Many of these have used idealized representations of arterial geometries.35, 10, 11, 

13 That being said, it is acknowledged that geometric variation from person to person will 

have an influence on hemodynamic factors, especially when the geometry changes from a 

healthy artery, to an artery with atherosclerosis.20, 36 

The compliant (Fig. 1) and rigid (Fig. 2) flow phantoms were produced by the method 

described in Geoghegan et al.37 from silicone (Dow Corning Sylgard 184). They were 

constructed at a scale of 3.2 times life size to increase the spatial resolution in the 

velocity and WSS measurements. The internal diameter of the rigid phantom matched the 

unstressed neutral diameter of the compliant phantom (20 mm).  

 

 
Fig. 1 Thin walled phantom representing a healthy CCA. 

 
Fig. 2 Rigid walled phantom representing a healthy CCA. 

To ensure a physiologically realistic mechanical response in compliant phantom the 

distensibility (also known as compliance) has to be matched to that of the CCA using Eq. 

(1)32, 38 where d is the distensibility, A is the cross-sectional area of the cylindrical vessel, 

p is the pressure, E is the Young’s Modulus, h is the wall thickness and D is the 

unstressed neutral diameter. Table 1 provides an overview of both the properties of the 

CCA39 and the compliant flow phantom. Using Eq. 1 and the data from Table 1 gives the 

CCA a distensibility of 1.29×10-5 m2/N. It should be noted that Riley et al.39 show the 

Young’s Modulus of the CCA varies between 771 kPa and 983kPa and an average of 877 
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kPa was used for this work. With the Young’s Modulus of the silicone and the unstressed 

diameter of the phantom known, the phantom required a wall thickness of 1.32 mm to 

ensure a match in distensibility. The compliant phantom had a wall thickness of 

1.28±0.05 mm, which accounting for experimental error, produced a physiologically 

realistic response. 

 d=
1

E(h D⁄ )
 . (1) 

Table 1. CCA39 and flow phantom properties. 

Property CCA Healthy Rigid 

Flow Phantom 

Healthy Compliant Flow 

Phantom 

Wall Thickness (mm) 0.617 N/A 1.28 
Internal Diameter (mm) 6.2 20 20 

Density(blood, glycerol) (kg/m3) 1060 1150 1150 

Young’s Modulus (kPa) 771-983 N/A 1 320 000 
Time Period Oscillation (s) 1 2.92 2.92 

Length (mm) 100 210 210 

 

A schematic of the experimental flow system is shown in Fig. 3. This setup had the 

phantom orientated in the vertical direction. Steady flow was provided by a header tank 

with weir (1). The working fluid passed through a flow straightener in a settling chamber 

(5), attached to 1.5m long pipe, which reduced flow vorticity providing stable and fully 

developed flow at the phantom inlet. An electromagnetic flow meter (Krohne Optiflux 

1300) was attached just upstream of the phantom to provide real-time entrance flow rate 

data. The phantom was encased in an external pressurization chamber (2), which served 2 

purposes. Firstly, it contained the same water/glycerine mixture as the working fluid to 

minimize diffraction caused by the curvature of the phantom. Secondly, it ensured there 

was a constant static pressure across the phantom wall. Temperature stability was 

controlled by a feedback temperature control system. Experimental analysis was 

performed at the longitudinal center of the compliant and rigid phantom (Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 3 Schematic view of flow system setup, the arrows represent flow direction (1) header tanks with weir for 

constant pressure (2) external pressure chamber (3) Compressed air piston pump (4) ball valves for flow control 
(5) flow straightener (6) electromagnetic flow meter (7) laser and optics (8) sump with pump and cooling unit 

(9) PIV camera.  
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Fig. 4 (Left) Schematic showing the region of interest (dotted region) recorded through PIV experimentation. 

All analysis was performed at the central longitudinal location. The coordinate system is also provided for 
reference. (Right) Cross section of the phantom with the dotted line representing the plane used for 

experimental analysis  

To ensure dynamic similarity so that the experimental conditions of the 3.2 scaled in-

vitro phantom matched in-vivo conditions, firstly the Reynolds number was matched (Re) 

(Eq. (2)). Secondly, to ensure similarity in oscillatory flow, the Womersley number40 (α) 

(Eq. (3)) was matched. The Womersley number is a combination of the Strouhal number 

and the Re and is commonly used in biological fluid flow problems. U is the mean inlet 

velocity, ω is the frequency of pulsation and ν is the kinematic viscosity. The resulting in-

vitro inlet waveform for the compliant and rigid phantom is displayed in Fig. 5 along 

with the in-vivo waveforms in the CCA of a healthy male volunteer.41 The compliant and 

rigid waveforms match closely during the initial acceleration and deceleration phase, as 

flow rate plateaus the compliant waveform has a higher flow rate with the waveforms 

converging in late diastole. Overall the match is satisfactory. The in-vitro waveform had 

a maximum, minimum and mean Re of 953, 423 and 614 respectively and an α of 4.54, 

closely matching in-vivo conditions. The working fluid was a mixture of 39% water and 

61 % glycerine by weight with a refractive index that matched the silicone phantom (n = 

1.41537). It had a kinematic viscosity (ν) of 10.2×10-6 m2/s and a density (ρ) of 1150 

kg/m3 (1. 15 g/cm3) at 20 °C. Blood is considered a non-Newtonian fluid; its viscosity 

varies with shear rate. The non-Newtonian behavior of blood is highly dependent on 

shear rate and hematocrit level 42. The non-Newtonian behavior of blood is neglected in 

this study. This assumption is common place in experimental and numerical modelling of 

arterial fluid dynamics in medium to large arteries. In these geometries the shear rates are 

regularly above 100 s-1
 which is large enough that the groups of red blood cells have 

separated so much that they no longer affect the blood viscosity 43. 

 𝑅𝑒 =
𝑈𝐷

𝜈
 . (2) 

 𝛼 = 𝐷√
𝜔

𝜈
 . (3) 
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Fig. 5 Pulsatile in-vivo (•-), in-vitro rigid phantom (--) and in-vitro compliant phantom (-) inlet waveform with 

discrete points of interest numbered for convenience. 

Time varying displacement fields in both the rigid and compliant phantom were recorded 

using planar digital PIV, which provided flow velocities and WSS data. Table 2 provides 

an overview of the measurement parameters. A single Dantec Flowsense 2MP camera 

with a Nikon 60 mm lens recorded the PIV images. The experiment had an estimated 

depth of field of 2mm and diffraction limited particle size of 13µm. A New Wave Solo 

120 XT laser with a wavelength of 532 nm at 120 mJ/pulse was passed through two 

convex lenses in a Keplerian arrangement to reduce the laser beam from a thickness of 

5mm to 0.5mm. A plano-concave lens is then used to diverge the beam into a laser light 

sheet which was 40 mm high and 0.5 mm thick. The flow was seeded with nominally 10 

µm diameter hollow glass spheres which at 1.1 g/cm3 were near neutrally buoyant in the 

water/glycerol mixture. Particle response time (τs) to the fluid movement was ~0.5 μs. 
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Table 2 Table of measurement parameters, C and R refer to rigid and compliant respectively. 

Laser Type Nd:YAG, dual cavity 

 Thickness (mm) 0.5 

Camera Type CCD 

 Resolution (pix) 1600×1200 

 Lens Focal Length (mm) 60 

 Lens Aperture (f#) 8 

 Magnification 0.25 

Seeding Type Hollow Glass Spheres 

 Mean Diameter (µm) 10 

 Density (g/cm3) 1.1 

PIV Window Sizing (pix) Max (Min) 128×128(32×32) 

 Resolution (pix/mm) 38.75 (C) 49.95(R) 

 Overlap (%) 75 

 Vector Spacing (mm) 0.2 (C) 0.16(R) 

 Time delay (µs) 1200 

iPIV Interrogation width, M (pix) 32(C) 64(R) 

 Interrogation height, N (pix) 80 

 Gaussian weight, σ (pix) 10 

 Overlap (%) 75 

 Vector Spacing (mm) 0.2 (C) 0.32(R) 

 

The PIV measurements were phase locked, recording 30 image pairs per waveform over 

15 waveforms. Spence et al.44 showed that for ensemble averaged data there was a 

convergence of 0.03% between pairs 9 and 10. In a time oscillating flow the laser pulse 

time delay selection has to be a compromise between the variation in pixel displacement 

for maximum and minimum flowrate. 1200 µs was selected, which produced < 3 % 

invalid vectors at each phase. After minimum background subtraction, Gaussian 

smoothing (3×3), intensity normalization and masking45, the images were processed with 

a 2D fast Fourier transform cross-correlation, with iterative window sizing (starting at 

128×128 and reducing to 32×32 after 2 iterations) and displacement.46 The data was 

validated using the signal-to-noise ratio filter and normalized median test.47 Phase 

averaged results of the pulsatile flow are presented. 

WSS was calculated using the interfacial PIV (iPIV) technique developed by Buchmann 

et al.48. Assuming that the flow in the boundary layer travels virtually parallel to the wall 

interface, the transformed images are discretized into interrogation windows M×N 

(32×80pixel2) in size and a 1-D cross-correlation is performed on each horizontal line of 

the interrogation window.  Strong tracer signals produce peaks and are located at a 

position representing the tracer displacement. The results produce a correlation peak at 

each horizontal with the location of the peaks lying along the velocity profile. The 

masked images produced for PIV experimentation provide the location of the wall 

interface required for WSS analysis.  Following this a wall analysis region in the flow 

domain with constant height (80 pixels) in the wall normal direction is defined in 

physical (x,y) coordinates in the PIV images and can be described with a piecewise spline 

curve. Within the region, an orthogonal curvilinear grid is generated and mapped to a 

rectangular domain using conformal transformation to preserve orthogonality. The 

particle images are interpolated onto the rectangular grid with subpixel accuracy using a 

two-dimensional cardinal interpolation function. As previously stated, assuming the flow 

within this region moves predominantly parallel to the wall, a 1D correlation function 

between the two images can be calculated at every horizontal position within a region of 
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interest. Previous error analysis of the iPIV technique has been performed by Buchmann 

et al.49. It was found that with a wall location accurate to ±1 pixel the iPIV produced an 

error in wall shear rate (WSR) of ±0.02 pix/pix equating to an error in WSS of ±0.15Pa 

(10% and 6% of the maximum WSS in the compliant and rigid phantom respectively). 

The technique was developed for a rigid wall system, but is still applicable in a moving 

wall system as there is negligible movement of the wall between images in a pair. 

To assess the accuracy of the PIV analysis and the dimensionless scaling applied in this 

study, Eq. (4) was used to calculate the peak flow rate observed in both the compliant and 

rigid phantom PIV flow fields. The peak flow rate observed at the inlet from the 

electromagnetic flow meter on both the compliant and rigid phantom was Re 953. 

Applying Eq. (4) to the velocity profiles in the compliant and rigid phantom produced a 

Re of 956 and 950 respectively; in both cases this produces a relative error of 0.03%. The 

electromagnetic flow meter had a relative uncertainty of 1.3 %, combining this with an 

error of 1.9 % due to temperature variation in the working fluid (20±0.5 ºC) provided an 

error in Re of ±2.3 %. 

 𝑄 = ∫𝑢(𝑟)2𝜋𝑟𝑑𝑟 . (4) 

It is commonly expected that in PIV there is an error of 0.1 pixels in the calculated 

displacement.45 For the time delay and resolution given in Table 2, this equates to an 

error of 0.0021 m/s (0.29 % of the maximum velocity (Umax,c)) in the compliant phantom 

and 0.0016 m/s (0.21 % of the maximum velocity in the rigid phantom (Umax,r)) in the 

rigid phantom. A misalignment of the light sheet by half the light sheet thickness (0.25 

mm) from the plane of symmetry would, for a fully 3D symmetrical flow, reduce the 

centerline velocity by 1 %. 

WSS (τw) is calculated using Eq. (5). To provide physiological relevance all velocities 

and WSS data in this study are scaled to in-vivo conditions through Reynolds scaling 

using Eq. (6) and (7) respectively, with µ representing the dynamic viscosity, ρ the 

density, and 3.2 is the scale factor between in-vitro and in-vivo phantom diameter. Data 

on the time averaged wall shear stress (TAWSS) is also presented, which over the course 

of one cardiac cycle is calculated by Eq. (8). 

 𝜏𝑤 = 𝜇
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
 . (5) 

 U(t)in-vivo=3.2
v
in-vivo

v
in-vitro

U(t)in-vitro . (6) 

 τw,in-vivo=
ρ
in-vivo

ρ
in-vitro

(
μ
in-vivo

μ
in-vitro

3.2)

2

τw,in-vitro . (7) 

 𝑇𝐴𝑊𝑆𝑆 =
1

𝜏
∫ 𝜏𝑤𝑑𝜏
𝜏

0
 . (8) 

3 Results and Discussion 

A comparison of compliant and rigid phase averaged streamwise velocity (‹Ux›) 

normalized by the maximum velocity in the rigid phantom (Umax,r) over 1 periodic cycle 

is shown in Fig. 6, with the profile taken in the center of the phantom longitudinally. The 

results show the phase locations covering the acceleration phase, peak flow rate and the 

initial deceleration phase (Fig. 5 1-7). At peak flow rate the difference between inlet flow 

rates for the two phantoms was minimal (±3 Re) and the flow rate gradient leading up to 

the peak flow rate for both phantoms was also equivalent. The normalized phase 
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averaged expansion and contraction of the compliant phantom is shown in Fig. 7 with 

wall position located using the wall detection technique described in Geoghegan et al.31. 

Through the acceleration phase the phantom diameter increased, in turn increasing the 

cross sectional area, which increased the volumetric capacity of the region of interest. At 

peak flow rate the phantom diameter increased to 1.13 D (matching well to the 1.12D 

observed in-vivo by Sui et al.50). For an equal flow rate input, an increase in cross 

sectional area reduces the velocity magnitude across the cross section. Along the center 

line the compliant phantom reached a peak velocity of 0.94 Umax,r. This reduces the 

gradient of the velocity profile at the wall when compared to the rigid phantom. This 

reduction in gradient occurs between 0 ≤ t/τ ≤ 0.6. When t/τ > 0.6 the gradient of the 

velocity profile has minimal difference between compliant and rigid phantoms. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Comparison of normalized phase averaged streamwise velocity profiles (‹Ux›/Umax,r) for both 

compliant (-) and rigid (--) geometry at selected phase locations indicated in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 7 Normalized phase averaged expansion and contraction of the compliant phantom at x/D = 0.25. 
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A comparison of the temporal evolution of the WSS observed in the compliant and rigid 

phantom is presented in Fig. 8. Results are presented for one wall only as there was 

minimal difference between the results obtained on opposite surfaces. The maximum, 

minimum and TAWSS in the rigid geometry was 2.3, 0.51 and 1.03 Pa respectively, and 

in the compliant geometry 1.4, 0.58 and 0.84 Pa respectively. A 40 % reduction in peak 

WSS would in medical terms help avoid cell erosion 51 and a 14 % increase in minimum 

WSS would help keep the endothelial cells aligned 2 and mechanically stimulated. There 

is also a 19 % reduction in TAWSS. In the rigid phantom it is evident that there was a 

strong temporal variation in the WSS (Fig. 8), followed the inlet flow rate waveform path 

closely (Fig. 5). A sharp rise can be seen in the acceleration phase with a decrease during 

the deceleration phase. There is a marked difference between compliant and rigid WSS in 

this region (0 ≤  t/τ ≤ 0.4), with a maximum relative difference (61 %) occurring at peak 

flow rate (t/τ = 0.3). Eq. (5) shows WSS to be directly proportional to velocity gradient. 

Therefore, the reduction in gradient observed in Fig. 6 reduces the WSS. It shows an over 

prediction of WSS when the rigid-wall assumption is used. Further, it can be seen that at 

peak flow rate, the WSS actually reduces to its minimum value over the entire cardiac 

cycle. This is not observed in the rigid results, showing compliance actually ameliorates 

the WSS magnitude. 

 
Fig. 8. Temporal evolution of the WSS in the compliant (-) and rigid phantom (--) at x/D = 0.25. 

 

To understand the cause of the variation in WSS between the compliant and rigid 

phantom a comparison of the normalization (achieved using Eq. (9) where F(t) is the time 

varying component(D(t), WSS(t) or U(t)) and 𝐹(𝑡) is the average value of F(t)) of the 

centerline velocity, expansion and contraction and WSS is performed in the compliant 

phantom (Fig. 9(1)). The same comparison between the centerline velocity and WSS in 

the rigid phantom is also presented (Fig. 9(2)). In the rigid phantom a phase shift between 

the waveforms was observed, with the peak WSS preceding the peak centerline velocity 

by 0.05 t/τ. In Fig. 9(1) the offset is shown to increase in the compliant phantom to 0.07 

t/τ. The cause of this is due to the expansion and contraction of the phantom. It can be 

seen at peak expansion there is a severe drop in WSS magnitude. Referring back to Fig. 6 

it can be seen that as the phantom dilates the velocity gradient in the proximity of the 

phantom wall reduces when compared to the rigid geometry. With WSS directly 
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proportional to velocity gradient, the reduction in gradient reduces the WSS. Further it 

can be seen that the WSS reduces to the minimum value experienced in the cardiac cycle 

at peak centerline velocity (equivalent to peak flow rate), which is not observed in the 

rigid results. There are however varying results when looking at the effect compliance 

has on the minimum WSS as little variation was observed. It is expected at low Re that 

WSS predictions between compliant and rigid geometries would be similar as the internal 

diameter of the compliant geometry would be similar to the rigid. When comparing the 

compliant WSS results to that of previous in-vitro and in-vivo studies it can be seen the 

maximum, minimum and TAWSS of 1.4, 0.58 and 0.84Pa in the compliant phantom are 

in good agreement with the in-vivo results obtained through MRI by Zhang et al.52. It 

should be noted that pressure data was not recorded with this investigation. Future work 

should incorporate pressure sensors in the experimental set up. This is important as 

pressure variation drives expansion and contraction. For an α of 4.54 a small phase lag is 

expected40 between pressure and flow rate. Observing pressure data, would help elucidate 

further the effects compliance has on WSS and add further validity to the matching of in-

vivo conditions. 

 
𝐹(𝑡)𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =

2(𝐹(𝑡)−𝐹(𝑡))

𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹(𝑡)−𝐹(𝑡))−𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝐹(𝑡)−𝐹(𝑡))
 . 

(9) 

 

 
Fig. 9. (1) Temporal evolution of the normalized WSS (-), centerline velocity (--) and Diameter (•-) in the 

compliant phantom. (2) Temporal evolution of the normalized WSS (-), centerline velocity (--) in the rigid 

phantom. 

4 Conclusion 

This study has provided a direct comparison of both the flow field and WSS observed in 

an experimental phantom of rigid and compliant geometry. The results of the present 

work have shown that a rigid boundary causes a severe over estimation of the peak WSS 

and TAWSS experienced. In a healthy geometry the introduction of compliance reduces 

peak WSS by 40 %. Compliance reduces the magnitude of WSS to its minimum value at 

peak flow rate which does not occur with a rigid assumption. There is also a 3 % increase 

in phase lead of peak WSS to peak centerline velocity. This shows that compliance is 

integral to the understanding of arterial fluid dynamics, as it provides an amelioration, by 

reducing the magnitude of the oscillation of WSS which can exacerbate atherosclerosis29. 

However compliance has little or no effect on minimum WSS. Numerical codes reported 

(2) (1) 
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in the literature have been used only to provide preliminary studies so far. There is an 

obvious need for good data to validate them.  
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